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Anna's Fund Report 2019 - 2020

Preamble

Annas Fund is a UK Registered charity (1123790) based at 48 Noel Road, London N1 8HA, UK. It 
was formed and registered in 2008.

There are three trustees:

• William Albertoni (founder)

• Dr Jim Elliott (founder)

• Ian Mitchell

The charity work in India with disadvantages children and adults and has no employees in the UK. 
One man works for the charity in India, but his cost is covered by a donor.

Uniquely it has no overheads, no administration costs (baring some small banking costs when send 
money overseas) and in it's 12 years has helped hundred of children and adults.

The charity rarely makes financial grants, but rather supports projects that enable people to help 
themselves and their community.

The charity is proud that many of it's projects have become self-supporting and no longer require 
the assistance of Anna's Fund.

The charity chooses projects with extreme care, mindful of the potentials for fraud in developing 
countries. All projects are visited.

Usually Bill Albertoni spends several months in India every year looking at projects. The financing 
for this is paid personally by Bill with no contribution from Anna's Fund. With the global pandemic 
being especially severe in India it is unlikely that the usual visit to India will happen in 2021. 

The charity has no fund raising activities as such, but relies of the generous donations of a group of 
individuals who have supported it from its formation.

The charity has no religious or political affiliations or bias.

The charity's website is annasfund.com
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Mysore Ramakrishna Mission

For sometime the charity has been supporting the Ram Krishna Mission, specifically with their 
program to educate the children of the slums.

In January 2020 Bill visited the Mission which has now been taken over by SwamiJi replacing 
Swami Mahesh Ishtanathanda who has moved to a new position after 27 years service. The new 
incumbent took over in June 2019 and is still making contacts locally and generally finding his feet.
The charity's impression was that he is practical and sincere and will take the project forward.

We have supported 20 children  in this program, with two having passed their exams and now no 
longer needing our support.

There have been some minor administrative problems with the handover, but these have not 
affected the remaining 18 children.

We are currently looking at helping a disabled student, Veeresh, who is entering his second and final
year of the scheme. His father is a subsistence farmer who's annual income is around 25,000 rupees 
(around £250).
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Pope Paul Mercy Home,Nigris

We have been supporting this home since 2008. It caters for mentally and physically handicapped 
adults, with most residents being elderly. Currently it is home to 25 men and 45 women. Besides 
accommodation it provides it's residents with healthcare and this has been extended to healthcare in 
the surrounding area.

The home is run by Sister Asunta, (a long time friend of Annas Fund) with Sister Kamala in charge 
of nursing.

Through one of our donors we have provided a male orderly at the home as there is quite a degree 
of lifting of patients required.

Our original orderly had to leave because of family reasons and the sister in charge (has appointed a
new orderly, Krishna Murti, who lives at the home.

Sister Asunta and the residents gave glowing reports of the new member of staff who Bill met. His 
salary of 108,00 rupees per year (just over £1,000) includes accommodation and food. We a 
considering a small increase in this salary.

Sister Asunta outlined a plan she is putting together to offer palliative care to patients in a separate 
part of the building. This is in it's formative stages but obviously the charity finds it of interest.
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Widows and Abandoned Women Group, Nazareth Convent, Ooty

This project was set up to provide both employment and companionship across racial and religious 
divide for women that have found themselves single through widowhood or abandonment. It has 
been remarkable successful. Originally we supplied sewing machines to enable the ladies to make 
items that could be sold.

From a small handful of women there are now 650 members of the project in the Ooty area and 278 
in the Coimbatore.

The groups are run by 14 sisters who volunteer to coordinate the projects. The projects are spread 
out in villages with the smallest having 5 women and the larger having 30.

The groups have work in tailoring, seamstress work, costume jewellery and recycling. 

The women carry out contracted work which are then taken to Ooty or Coimbatore for any finishing
or processing necessary.

The women benefit in many ways such as

• empowering them to earn a living as frequently widows find themselves ostracised by the 
community.

• the wage enables them to care properly for their children.

Additionally a centre for providing tuition for 24 children of the women, with another planning to 
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open shortly with provision to educate 20 children.

Although they are rapidly becoming self-funding certain help is still needed for these women 
including

• land ownership and appropriate regulations for building a home

• access to water and electricity

• understanding local and central government grants which may be available – for example if 
100,00 rupees (around £1,030) are raised locally the government will release a further 
200,00 rupees (around £2,060) will be grated by the government. Navigating the complex 
administration of grants is usually beyond the women.

• Many of the women are illiterate and so they may have a claim to a pension but not 
understand how to go about receiving it.

We have been involved right from the beginning where only a handful of women were involved but 
now nearly 1,000 women participate and it's success has exceed our expectations.

We will continue our support for these groups.
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St Michael's Childrens Home, Ketti

We have been involved with this Home for several years. There is a new Mother Superior, Sister 
Jayameny. She has experience in charge for running a home for children for the last 3 years. She 
made a very favourable impression on Bill during his visit.

The government has recently introduced new examinations for 5th and 8th standard which has placed
an additional  burden on the teaching staff, but they are coping well.

Some years ago we installed a Water Doctor to purify the water, but found it to now be broken 
which increases the chances of the children contracting various diseases from the water. The charity
has said it will cover the cost of putting it to right, but the sister in charge of finance, Sister Seeli, 
said they will use their emergency fund for a very quick resolution of the problem and send the 
charity details of the costs that were incurred. Within a few days Sister Seeli confirmed that the 
Water Doctor had been replaced at a cost of 45,000 rupees (around £450).

While there, Bill gave the sister a donation document showing how much Annas Fund had give to 
be passed on to the tax authorities.

Generally pleased with the work at the home. Inspected the solar panels which fine and providing 
the much needed hot water.
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HIV Clinic, Namakkal

This project, which houses, educates and deals with the medical welfare of around 20 female 
children with HIV, continues to amaze and is an example of what can be done.

The children are educated in various skills including IT, dressmaking and so on.

5 of 7 girls who passed their 12th standard exam are now are now studying in college with subjects 
including commerce, pharmacology and IT. The other two have already commenced working for 
local companies.

Changes to government regulations regarding foreign exchange money transfers have caused some 
confusion but is being addressed. 
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Kolli Hills School & Nutrition Project

The school which was initially helped by Annas Fund has now grown to 92 children. 

Two years ago many of these children were having poor diets which reflected in their academic life 
and so we educated the parents in planting seed and supplying nutritious organic vegetarian food. 
We did this in conjunction with the Seeds Project which gives nutritional education to the poor of 
the area.

Our nutrition education project has removed the outbreaks of hunger and listlessness and is 
reflected in the headmaster's delight at the increased educational standard.

Although we are primarily a children's charity we are looking at ways of helping the Seeds project.
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Ram Krishna Mission, Mangalore
A visit to the mission showed that progress is still being made.

The current building is a little run down but work
continues to improve facilities with the aim of being able
to teach 200 children, whose parents are at the lowest
point of the social and financial order and almost 100%
illiterate.

The local authority are opposed to any extension of the
school as the site is designated as a temple, so SwamiJi is
looking at alternatives and will approach us when a
suitable scheme is viable.

However the hostel for the children is now excellent and
currently 70 children are receiving a good education and
board.

It was also encouraging to see members of the local
Muslim community volunteering in the school. It is very
important to the Mission that children are brought up with
an understanding of other faiths and ways of life.

SwamiJi has also been engaged with the children and monks in a campaign to clean up Mangalore 
which has been extremely successful. This is now being extended to surrounding villages.
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Activities in the UK
We managed to completely sort out a confusion with our bank, but an error saying we had not 
submitted accounts caused some problems with donors. Luckily we have added new donors.

As a small charity we are not obliged to submit accounts, but have always done so. We have taken 
raised with the Charity Commission that their error caused a detrimental effect on our fund raising 
and delays in payment of our Gift Aid, but with Covid 19 things are moving slowly and we are 
awaiting a response.

Jim Elliott has been in contact with Gift Aid who like everyone else are finding the current 
pandemic difficult but they have assured us the payment will be made but payments are 
experiencing delays through staff problems.

 Luckily Bill Albertoni managed to escape the severe lock down in India by returning to the UK on 
22nd March 2020 on the last flight to leave India.

Of course the pandemic is having an effect on our work and it is impossible to predict what will 
happen I the near future.
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A New Trustee
Jaimie Dunn has retired from the charity because of family and other commitments but we have 
welcome Ian Mitchell. Jaimie has been an excellent trustee and we are sorry that his family 
commitments means we have lost him.

Ian has an excellent knowledge of India and experience of working in the country. He was involved 
with the aftermath of the Bopal tragedy and will be a great asset to the charity.
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Financial Report

Income

Voluntary Income £6,720.00

Investment Income £0.00

Total Income £6,720.00

Expenditure

Administration & Support Costs £0.00

Charitable Activities* £9,000.00

Total Expenditure £9,000.00

*

1. Various problems with receiving Gift Aid has meant the trustees covering shortfall

2. Cronavirus and Indian bank closures have caused delays
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Balance Sheet

Current assets £7,154.90

Nett Assets £7,154.90

General Fund £6,254.90

Specific Funds* £900.00

Total Charity Funds £7,154.90

Notes:

1. The funds are held at the Co-Operative Bank as at 31st March 2020.

2. The £900 under specific Funds are allocated to the Mercy Home

3. We are attempting to transfer £3500 to the HIV Clinic in Namakal, but he monies are being 
returned as changes in the local regulations have prevented foreign donations. We have 
followed the advice of the State Bank of India (who we use to transfer the money) but as at 
mid August 2020 we have had the funds returned 5 times. We are continuing to work with 
the SBI to resolve this. This money is ring fenced for the HIV Clinic.
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